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ABSTRACT

Past changes of SouthernHemisphere (SH)monsoons are less investigated than their northern counterpart

because of relatively scarce paleodata. In addition, projections of SH monsoons are less robust than in the

Northern Hemisphere. Here, we use an energetic framework to shed lights on the mechanisms determining

SHmonsoonal response to external forcing: precession change at themid-Holocene versus future greenhouse

gas increase (RCP8.5). Mechanisms explaining the monsoon response are investigated by decomposing the

moisture budget in thermodynamic and dynamic components. SH monsoons weaken and contract in the

multimodel mean of midHolocene simulations as a result of decreased net energy input and weakening of

the dynamic component. In contrast, SH monsoons strengthen and expand in the RCP8.5 multimodel mean,

as a result of increased net energy input and strengthening of the thermodynamic component. However,

important regional differences on monsoonal precipitation emerge from the local response of Hadley and

Walker circulations. In the midHolocene, the combined effect of Walker–Hadley changes explains the land–

ocean precipitation contrast. Conversely, the increased local gross moist stability explains the increased local

precipitation and net energy input under circulation weakening in RCP8.5.

1. Introduction

Phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project

(CMIP5) models simulate more realistically monsoon cli-

matology and variability than their predecessors, phase 3

of CMIP (CMIP3). Factors that have contributed to the

improved representation include better simulation of

topography-related monsoon precipitation because of

higher horizontal resolution (Mizuta et al. 2012), im-

proved propagation of intraseasonal variations (Sperber

et al. 2013), and a more realistic simulation of El Niño–
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) monsoon teleconnection

(Meehl et al. 2012). Challenges remain for the simulation

of monsoons in both Northern and SouthernHemispheres

(NHandSH), including the complexity of the land–ocean–

atmosphere interactions coupled to tropical–extratropical
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climate phenomena (e.g., ENSO and Madden–Julian os-

cillation, Indian and Atlantic SST variability, Hadley and

Walker circulations, and extratropical cyclones) (Mohtadi

et al. 2016).

The last Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

AR5 projected an increased area and intensity of the

global monsoon (i.e., the aggregation of all monsoon

systems) in the twenty-first century and a robust tropical

atmospheric circulation weakening (Christensen et al.

2013) associated with reinforcement of low-level mois-

ture convergence (Hsu et al. 2012; Kitoh et al. 2013; Lee

and Wang 2014). However, model skill in representing

regional monsoons is lower compared to the global

monsoon and varies across different monsoon systems.

In the NH, CMIP3 and CMIP5 simulations have

indicated a consistent wettening tendency of the Asian

monsoon at the end of the twenty-first century (Kitoh

et al. 2013; Endo and Kitoh 2014), but they have shown

poor intermodel agreement on West African monsoon

response because of the competing effects of CO2 in-

crease and SST warming (Biasutti 2013; Gaetani et al.

2017). Also, projections of the North American mon-

soon remain inconclusive with most models projecting a

delay in the monsoon season but no robust changes in its

summer mean intensity (Cook and Seager 2013; Seth

et al. 2013, 2011; Pascale et al. 2019).

In the SH, projections of the Australian monsoon

under high emissions based on CMIP5models indicate a

moderate increase or little change, with low confidence,

at the end of the twenty-first century (Jourdain et al.

2013; Brown et al. 2016). Projections of the South

American monsoon show an overall increased precipi-

tation over southern Brazil, Uruguay, and northern

Argentina (Jones and Carvalho 2013) and a slight de-

crease in the Amazon (low confidence; Boisier et al.

2015). However, an expansion of the South American

monsoon area is projected with high confidence (Endo

and Kitoh 2014). Projected rainfall change in the South

and East African monsoon also has low confidence

(Christensen et al. 2013; Pascale et al. 2019).

Recent works on moisture budget decomposition

(Endo and Kitoh 2014; D’Agostino et al. 2019) showed

that the wettening tendency in NH monsoons is due to

specific humidity increase under future warming. In con-

trast, in the SH, projected rainfall change in the multi-

model ensemble mean at the end of the twenty-first

century shows no robust signal (Seager et al. 2003; Endo

and Kitoh 2014; Brown et al. 2016).

Important steps forward to better understand the

complex response of monsoons to climate change have

been made by linking the tropical rainfall and atmo-

spheric circulation response to the net energy input

(NEI) change (Biasutti et al. 2018; D’Agostino et al.

2019). Analysis of the energy budget applied to the

global mean precipitation may provide further insights

into what controls regional rainfall changes (Levermann

et al. 2009;Muller andO’Gorman 2011; O’Gorman et al.

2012). In this framework, zonal-mean tropical precipi-

tation and the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ)

are parts of the mean meridional circulation (Donohoe

2016), which is expected to shift off the equator, into

the hemisphere where the atmosphere is heated more

strongly (Schneider et al. 2014).

As fundamental components of the tropical over-

turning, monsoons are viewed as moist energetically

direct circulations tightly connected to the Hadley cir-

culation (Bordoni and Schneider 2008; Schneider et al.

2014; Biasutti et al. 2018). They act to export moist static

energy (MSE) away from their ascending branches and

precipitation maxima. If vertically integrated eddyMSE

flux is negligible, the NEI flux into the atmospheric

column, given by the difference between top-of-atmosphere

radiative and surface energy fluxes, is primarily balanced

by divergence of vertically integratedMSEflux due to the

mean flow in a steady state, which is describing P 2 E

change in the tropics (Neelin and Held 1987; Chou et al.

2001; Merlis et al. 2013; Boos and Korty 2016). In par-

ticular, Muller and O’Gorman (2011) argue that changes

in radiative and surface sensible heat fluxes provide a guide

to the local precipitation response over land. Therefore,

any changes in NEI (e.g., related to precession-induced

insolation changes, aerosols, greenhouse gases, and others)

require anomalous energy transport to restore the energy

balance. Given that, during the summer, most of this

transport is carried out by monsoonal circulations

(Heaviside and Czaja 2013; Walker 2017), this would

imply a shift of the monsoonal circulation ascending

branches and precipitation maxima into the hemi-

sphere with increased NEI and, possibly, an associated

meridional atmospheric circulation strengthening (Schneider

et al. 2014; Bischoff et al. 2017). The degree towhich changes

in energy transport implied by a given radiative forcing are

accomplished through just changes in circulation strength or

changes in energy stratification (or gross moist stability;

Neelin and Held 1987) is still debated.

To better understand SH monsoon dynamics despite

model uncertainty and to improve our understanding on

the relationship between energy and precipitation al-

ready found in theNH (D’Agostino et al. 2019), we have

been investigated SH monsoon changes in three experi-

ments that show very different spatial distribution of the

NEI: midHolocene, preindustrial control (piControl),

and RCP8.5 simulations from the Coupled and

Paleoclimate Model Intercomparison Project (PMIP3–

CMIP5). The mid-Holocene, a period around 6000 years

before present, experienced different seasonality of
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insolation relative to the present day in each hemi-

sphere. The associated warming is expected to drive

shifts in the timing and intensity of regional monsoons,

resembling future global warming RCP8.5 scenario in

the NH. However, the midHolocene and RCP8.5 show

very different structure of the NEI (Fig. 1) because they

are driven by very different forcing (i.e., orbital changes

vs greenhouse gas increase). Therefore, they are useful

to analyze differences and similarities of past and future

monsoons. The most important forcing of the

midHolocene experiment is the insolation change as-

sociated with different orbital parameters compared to

present day. The effect of precession is the increased

(decreased) seasonality in the NH (SH) and an en-

hanced NEI contrast between land and ocean. On the

other hand, the RCP8.5 scenario is mainly driven by

greenhouse gas concentration increase during the

twenty-first century. Increased opacity of the atmo-

sphere to thermal radiation results in a spatially homo-

geneous increase of the top-of-atmosphere radiation

imbalance (Lembo et al. 2019). Given the fact that

precipitation minus evaporation (P 2 E) and atmo-

spheric circulation must respond to NEI forcing into the

air column, monsoons are stronger in midHolocene

(because of orbital forcing) and in RCP8.5 simulations

(because of enhanced greenhouse gas effect) in the NH

boreal summer compared to preindustrial conditions

(D’Agostino et al. 2019). However, while NHmonsoons

are widely investigated in model simulations and re-

constructions of the mid-Holocene (Liu and Ding 1998;

Schulz et al. 1998; Haug et al. 2001; Fleitmann et al. 2003;

Yuan et al. 2004; Zhao et al. 2005; Weldeab et al. 2007;

Tjallingii et al. 2008;Wang et al. 2008; Lézine et al. 2011;
Zhao and Harrison 2012; Hély and Lézine 2014; Tierney
and Pausata 2017), little attention has been paid to the

SH counterpart, where conflicting information from

paleodata highlights the need to better understand SH

monsoon dynamics for both past and future climates.

A recent multiproxy paleodata synthesis of the mid-

Holocene vegetation changes across SH tropical South

America show increased savannah/grassland cover

consistent with drier than present-day conditions in

South America, linked to a weaker monsoon (Smith and

Mayle 2018). In contrast, northeastern Brazil’s climate is

out of phase with the rest of tropical South America

(Cruz et al. 2009; Smith and Mayle 2018), suggesting

different mechanisms responsible for subregional pre-

cipitation changes.

FIG. 1. Differences in NEI, top-of-atmosphere radiative fluxes (Radtoa), surface fluxes (Fsfc), latent heat flux (Hfls), and skin tem-

perature (Ts) between (a)–(e) the midHolocene and (f)–(j) RCP8.5 relative to piControl in DJFM ensemble means (shading). Only areas

where two-thirds of models agree on the sign of the change are shown. PiControl is also shown as reference (dashed lines spaced by

30Wm22 for fluxes and 30K for temperature). Orange and blue bold lines show areas within which the annual precipitation range (DJFM

minus JJAS) exceeds 2mmday21 for RCP8.5 and midHolocene, respectively.
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A recent compilation of multiproxy terrestrial and

marine records spanning along South Africa shows good

agreement with the PMIP3 multimodel mean on both

the sign of rainfall change and on the north–south dipole

in the mid-Holocene precipitation pattern associated

with increased (decreased) insolation in the NH (SH)

(Chevalier et al. 2017).

Based on speleothem records from the Kimberley,

Western Australia, in northwest Australia, relatively

wet conditions have been found in northern Australia in

the mid-Holocene [7.5–4.5 thousand years before pres-

ent (kya)] followed by a drier period around 5.5–6.5 kya

(Denniston et al. 2013). Increased aridity from 6.3 to

4.5 kya was also found in pollen and sediment records

from northwestAustralia (McGowan et al. 2012). Ocean

sediment records from the Maritime Continent also in-

dicate relatively dry conditions during the early and

mid-Holocene (Mohtadi et al. 2011). However, other

records support increased rainfall in northern Australia

(Johnson et al. 1999; Magee et al. 2004) and an expansion

of rain forest across the Australian tropics (Shulmeister

1999; Rowe 2007). The apparent disagreement between

models and some proxy records of northern Australian

monsoon rainfall in the mid-Holocene may be partly due

to the spatial complexity of the response, with evidence of

past shifts in both the position and extent of the tropical

convergence zone in the Indo-Pacific region (Mohtadi

et al. 2011; Denniston et al. 2013; Krause et al. 2019).

Shedding light on the complex dynamics of SH mon-

soons is therefore important not only to improve our

understanding of the phenomenon in the future climate,

but also to improve our interpretation of proxy recon-

structions. Additionally, the comparison of past and

future changes in the SHmonsoon provides insights into

the sensitivity of regional monsoons to changes in the

mean state, including seasonal changes in temperature

(due to either insolation or greenhouse gas forcing)

and changes in the relative heating of land and ocean.

While past and future forcings differ, understanding

of the underlying mechanisms driving changes in the

SH monsoons can be obtained from comparing these

two cases.

2. Data and methods

We make use of midHolocene, piControl, and RCP8.5

experiments that are available in the CMIP5 archives. We

use the first ensemble member (r1i1p1) of nine models

with all three experiments available (i.e., BCC_CSM1.1,

CCSM4, CNRM-CM5, CSIRO Mk3.6.0, FGOALS-g2,

HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC-ESM, and

MRI-CGCM3).All datasets are interpolated to a common

18 3 1.258 latitude/longitude grid and to 17 pressure levels.

MidHolocene and RCP8.5 are two experiments that

show very different spatial distribution of the NEI,

hence they might be useful, altogether piControl used

here as reference, to expand the ongoing debate on the

relationship between energy and precipitation.

December–March (DJFM) climatologies are calcu-

lated for the last 30 years of RCP8.5, for the period

1850–2005 of piControl and for the last 100 years of

midHolocene simulations.

Changes in monsoon extent and strength are assessed

using the following metrics: the monsoon extent is the

land-only area where annual precipitation range, de-

fined as the difference between summer and winter

rainfall, exceeds 2mmday21 for each monsoon domain.

The selected threshold defines a concentrated summer

rainy season and distinguishes monsoons from year-

round rainy regimes (Zhou et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2009;

Hsu et al. 2012). Choosing different definitions to cal-

culate land-monsoon area (e.g., local summer precipi-

tation exceeding 35%, 40%, 50% of the annual rainfall)

does not significantly affect our results. The monsoon

strength is the average summer land rainfall calculated

in each monsoon domain as previously defined (see

colored curves in Fig. 1) within each of the following

boxes (see Fig. 1):

1) South American monsoon (SAM),

2) South African monsoon (SAF), and

3) Australian monsoon (AUS).

We also consider the entire SH tropical land-monsoon

area (08–358S, 08–3608E) based on the same definition of

monsoon areas given above.

Following Trenberth and Guillemot (1995), the line-

arized anomalous moisture budget is decomposed into

thermodynamic and dynamic components and a residual

(Res) as

r
w
gd(P2E)52

ðps
0

= � (dq u
piControl

) dp 1

2

ðps
0

= � (q
piControl

du) dp2Res, (1)

where overbars indicate time means, (P 2 E) is pre-

cipitation minus evaporation, p is pressure, ps is surface

pressure, q is specific humidity, u is the horizontal wind,

and rw is the water density; d is the departure from the

reference climate (piControl).

On the right-hand side of Eq. (1), the first term is

the thermodynamic contribution (TH) to the moisture

budget: it represents changes in moisture flux conver-

gence arising from changes in moisture, which generally

follow the Clausius–Clapeyron relation for negligible

relative humidity changes (e.g., Held and Soden 2006).
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The second term is the dynamic contribution (DY): it

involves changes in winds with unchanged moisture and

is mostly related to changes in the mean atmospheric

flow. Res accounts for transient eddy (TE) contribution

(including nonlinear terms, which are generally negligible)

and surface (S). Figures showing the intermodel spread of

these quantities are included in appendix A, and further

details on the method are described in appendix B.

All these quantities are evaluated by averaging TH,

DY, and Res terms in each monsoon domain, consid-

ering only land values within each colored curve and

within each box shown in Fig. 1.

Following Neelin and Held [1987, their Eq. (2.5)], the

column-integrated MSE budget is balancing the top-to-

bottom energy fluxes (i.e., the NEI):

�
›h

›t

�
1 f= � u hg1 f= � u0h0g5NEI, (2)

where f›h/›tg is the vertically integratedMSE tendency,

f= � u hg is the vertically integrated MSE flux due to the

mean flow, f= � u0h0g is the vertically integrated eddy

MSE flux, and NEI is the net energy input defined

as RadTOA 2 Fsfc, where RadTOA is the net top-of-

atmosphere radiative fluxes, and Fsfc is the sum of the

surface radiative and turbulent fluxes (latent and sensible).

However, in steady state and in monsoonal regions

where eddy MSE flux is small, any anomalous NEI

will require changes in MSE export by the mean

circulation. The steady state assumption in Eq. (2)

holds for long-time integration. Here on seasonal

scales we verified that the tendency term neglected in

Eq. (2) is smaller than 5% of the total NEI term

(not shown).

In this study, we leverage on the energetic framework

because its relationship with MSE, although this ap-

proach is not formally related to (P 2 E). This link is,

however, helpful for explaining monsoonal changes

through moisture budget decomposition and shedding

lights on the role played by shifts in the meridional and

zonal atmospheric overturning circulation on monsoonal

precipitation change. This is done by computing the re-

gional mass streamfunction in the meridional and zonal

plane, depicting the Hadley and Walker circulations, re-

spectively, and described in appendix C.

3. Results on SH monsoon: General characteristics

Different responses of monsoonal rainfall over land

and ocean are related to the NEI and associated changes

in moisture convergence (Hsu et al. 2010). Figure 1

highlights the different spatial pattern and sign of NEI

anomalies in the midHolocene and RCP8.5 relative to

piControl. The NEI is characterized by a pronounced

land–sea contrast in the midHolocene (Fig. 1a), whereas it

is largely positive over both land and tropical ocean in

RCP8.5, with some regional differences at ocean basin

scale (Fig. 1f). ThemidHolocene anomalous negative NEI

over land results from a substantial decrease in incoming

solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere associatedwith

orbital forcing in DJFM (Fig. 1b). However, over the

ocean the positive anomalies, for example, over the

Arabian Sea (Fig. 1a), are mainly due to anomalous

turbulent fluxes going out from the ocean (source) into

the atmosphere (sink). A decomposition into latent and

sensible heat flux indicates a dominance of the latent

heat flux term (Fig. 1d). The contrasting response over

land and ocean to midHolocene insolation has been

assessed in previous studies using either mixed layer or

dynamical ocean components (Braconnot et al. 2000,

2007; Ohgaito and Abe-Ouchi 2007; Hsu et al. 2010).

Hsu et al. (2010) suggested that the land–sea asymmetry,

which occurs particularly pronounced inAustral summer,

as memory effect. The ocean responds with a delay to

radiative anomalies and remembers the previous season’s

forcing anomaly of opposite sign, leading to much re-

duced SST changes over the ocean (Fig. 1e). Conversely,

inRCP8.5 the substantial increase of greenhouse-induced

opacity of the atmosphere to thermal radiation results in a

spatially homogeneous increase of the top-of-atmosphere

radiation imbalance (Lembo et al. 2019), reflecting in

globally homogeneous NEI, as well as an homogeneous

land–sea contrast in the tropical belt and in the SH in

DJFM (Fig. 1f). NEI differences at ocean basin scale are

primarily related to changes in ocean and atmosphere

circulation that lead to flux anomalies at the surface

(Figs. 1h,i, respectively): positive anomalies over Atlantic

and Pacific equatorial ocean are due to turbulent air–sea

fluxes, which are largely uncertain (Fig. A1).

Changes in NEI are related to changes in the hori-

zontal divergence of vertically integrated MSE, which,

in a steady state, describes the change in P2 E [Eq. (2),

Figs. 2a,d]. Given the small contribution of the evapo-

ration to P 2 E changes (Figs. 2c,f), the balance over

land is mainly due to precipitation changes (Figs. 2b,e),

which is also the variable that has the strongest inter-

model discrepancy (Fig. A2). The homogeneous tem-

perature and energy increase in RCP8.5 (Fig. 1) explains

why precipitation increases. Nevertheless, precipitation

shows strong regional differences among monsoon do-

mains: Fig. 1 does not show a simple correspondence

between anomalous NEI and precipitation patterns, al-

though regionally averaged values have the same sign

(Fig. 4). On the other hand, in the midHolocene, pre-

cipitation decreases over land, following the simple NEI

argument (Fig. 2b).
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To disentangle the relative contribution of the tem-

perature change (wet-get-wetter mechanisms) and the

atmospheric circulation changes to the overall moisture

anomaly relative to piControl, we decompose the moisture

budget intoTHandDYcomponents for the two experiments.

The former component attributesP2 E changes to change in

specific humidity only, while the latter to mean flow changes.

Figure 3 shows the TH, DY, and Res components

defined in Eq. (1). In the midHolocene, P 2 E changes

are primarily controlled by the DY component over

both land and ocean: theDYweakening (strengthening)

is associated with negative (positive) P 2 E over land

(ocean) (cf. here Figs. 2a and 3b). In contrast, P 2 E

response is more complex in RCP8.5: the balance is

FIG. 2. (a),(d) Precipitation minus evaporation (P 2 E), (b),(e) precipitation, and (c),(f) evaporation difference between (left) the

midHolocene and (right) the RCP8.5 relative to piControl in DJFM ensemble means (shading). PiControl is also shown as reference

(dashed lines spaced by 2mmday21). Only areas where two-thirds of models agree on the sign of the change are shown. Orange and blue

bold lines show areas within which the annual precipitation range (DJFMminus JJAS) exceeds 2mmday21 for RCP8.5 andmidHolocene,

respectively.

FIG. 3. Changes in (P2E) from changes in TH andDY components of themoisture budget for (a),(b)midHolocene and (d),(e) RCP8.5

in DJFM ensemble means (shading). (c),(f) Res for both experiments. Only areas where two-thirds of models agree on the sign of the

change are shown. Vectors are 925-hPa wind anomalies for midHolocene and RCP8.5 relative to piControl. Orange and blue bold lines

show areas within which the annual precipitation range (DJFM minus JJAS) exceeds 2mmday21 for RCP8.5 and midHolocene,

respectively.
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positive over land and tropical oceans because the TH

component is governed by general warming pattern and

NEI increase. However, the overall P 2 E change is

counterbalanced by the DY term, which is mainly neg-

ative over land, consistent to what has been found in the

NH (D’Agostino et al. 2019) and also over the Indian

Ocean and in the warm pool region. Consistent with

Oueslati et al. (2016) and Tian et al. (2018), we find that

the DY weakening is associated with a slowdown of the

tropical circulation (Figs. 4, 5). If energy stratification

does not change significantly, the slowdown of the

tropical circulation implies a weakening of the MSE

export from the ascending branches. However, the NEI

increase and DY weakening suggests that other factors

than the divergence of the mean flow in RCP8.5 must be

important for explaining regional monsoonal rainfall

change, such as local vertical MSE stratification and/or

atmospheric circulation shift (detailed discussion in the

following sections). Furthermore, given the nonnegligible

contribution of the Res term, especially in RCP8.5, some

processes other than mean flow changes, such as transient

eddy changes may have a fundamental role in future SH

monsoon response (Chadwick et al. 2013; Brown et al.

2016). These features are analyzed in detail for each in-

dividual monsoon domain in the following sections.

Applying the energetic framework and the mois-

ture budget decomposition on regional monsoonal

rainfall (Fig. 4), the emerging picture is clear for the

midHolocene, where it is possible to identify a common

behavior among SHmonsoons: the overall SHmonsoon

weakening is associated with atmospheric circulation

slowdown (e.g., negative DY change in all monsoon

regions and Hadley circulation weakening; Fig. 4), and

with a negative NEI over land. In contrast, in RCP8.5

P 2 E has less uniform response because of the com-

peting effects of the TH and DY terms. In South

America and Australia, the positive contribution due to

TH increase to the budget is evident. However, the

contribution from the Res term is nonnegligible and will

be discussed further below. Additionally, the attribution

of the overall moisture change to either DY or TH is not

possible in South Africa because of the large Res term,

where the surface term (Figs. B1, B2) depends strongly

on the interpolation procedures over steep orography

(Seager et al. 2010) and partially because TH and DY

almost cancel each other.

To better address regional variations of TH andDY in

light of NEI and circulation changes at ocean basin

scale, we analyze and discuss each monsoon separately

in the following section.

4. Discussion of local monsoons

a. SAM

The SAM is part of the monsoon system of the

Americas and its variability is influenced by a complex

interplay of different large-scale and local factors. In the

upper troposphere, the summer season is characterized

by the presence of the Bolivian high, a feature that has

been explained as the response of diabatic local heating

in theAmazon region, and a trough over the tropical and

subtropical South Atlantic, near the coast of Northeast

Brazil (Marengo et al. 2012). On the other hand, low-

level features include 1) surface high pressure systems

and anticyclonic circulation over the subtropical oceans

(Pacific and Atlantic); 2) the Chaco thermal low cen-

tered over northern Argentina; 3) the South Atlantic

convergence zone (SACZ), a region that extends from

the southern Amazonian region to central-eastern South

America and the neighboring portion of the Atlantic

Ocean, drawing a characteristic quasi-stationary diago-

nally oriented cloud band region in the northwest–

southeast direction (Kodama 1992, 1993); 4) the

South American low-level jet east of the Andes, a

low-level northwesterly flow east of the Andes that

extends from the southwestern Amazon to south-

eastern South America; 5) the seasonal migration of

FIG. 4. Regionally averaged (red axis) changes and changes in

thermodynamic (dTH) and dynamic (dDY) components of the

moisture budget, as well as its residual [dRes; see Eq. (1)] for

(a) midHolocene and (b) RCP8.5. Also, the precipitation change

relative to piControl is shown for both experiments (dP). Bar

ranges indicate the standard error for each contribution computed

among the ensemble members.
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the Atlantic ITCZ over northern South America; and

6) the water recycling in the Amazon.

All of these factors have a different impact on precip-

itation pattern, therefore the SAM has strong regional

variability: for example, theAtlantic ITCZmodulates the

northeastern and northern portions of the continent,

while the SACZ plays a key role on the precipitation

regime of central and southeastern South America, en-

suring moisture transport and convective activity from

the western Amazon toward southeastern Brazil and the

nearby Atlantic Ocean.

Recent SAM indices calculated based on different

variables (da Silva and de Carvalho 2007; Raia and

Cavalcanti 2008; Nieto-Ferreira et al. 2011; Seth et al.

2010; Kitoh et al. 2013; Endo andKitoh 2014) all point to

medium confidence that local precipitation will remain

unchanged in the future.

Our models subset shows a modest strengthening

and a slight expansion of SAM monsoon in RCP8.5

ensemble mean relative to piControl (14.5% and12.2%,

respectively, Table 1), with positiveP2E alongNortheast

Brazilian coasts and over the Andes. The regionally av-

eraged precipitation increase is consistent among models

too (Table A1). The positive P2 E balance is mainly due

to increased precipitation (Fig. 2e). Different mechanisms

determine the SAM response to RCP8.5 forcing at

subregional scale: models consistently point to the TH

component as the most important contribution to the

overall moistening of SAM (Figs. 3d, A3d), being largely

positive over the Amazon and in the SACZ area.

However, TH is counterbalanced by the local DY

weakening (Figs. 3e, 4), resulting in small overall P2 E

changes of the Amazon–central Brazil, consistently with

aforementioned studies (Kitoh et al. 2013; Endo and

Kitoh 2014). The DY weakening is supported by both

weakening of the local Hadley cell (Fig. 5) and South

AmericanWalker cell, with an eastward shift of its main

updraft (Fig. 6). The main updraft of the local Hadley

cell is also deeper: this would indicate a deepening of the

convection relative to piControl. Furthermore, other

mechanisms are controlling the rainfall response in

Northeast Brazil and Brazilian Atlantic coasts, where

DY increases similarly to the Atlantic, and where TE and

the S are particularly large (see Figs. B1, B2). This high-

lights the complex subregional features of SAM rainfall.

In the midHolocene ensemble mean, the SAM mon-

soon slightly contracts and precipitation decreases (22.1%

and 28.5% relative to piControl; Table 1), with 100% of

our model agreeing on the sign of regionally averaged

values (Table A1). This contraction is consistent with the

robust dynamically induced weakening of SH monsoons

(Figs. 4, A3). The DY weakening over land is due to the

FIG. 5. Multimodel ensemble mean of DJFM local Hadley cell computed in each monsoon domain—SAF, AUS,

and SAM—and the zonal mean. Colors show the anomalous circulation in each experiment [(top) midHolocene;

(bottom) RCP8.5] relative to piControl. Contours refer to piControl meridional mass streamfunction (contour step

is 1 3 109 kg s21). Solid (dotted) lines indicate positive (negative) values of the streamfunction for clockwise

(counterclockwise) circulation.
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slowdown of the cross-equatorial Hadley cell in the SAM

domain (Fig. 5) and with the increased moisture transport

and precipitation toward the Atlantic Ocean, resulting

from the shift of South America and Atlantic Walker cir-

culation action centers (Fig. 6). Recent multiproxy paleo-

data synthesis of the mid-Holocene vegetation changes

across SH tropical and subtropical South America show

increased savannah/grasslands cover consistent with drier

than present-day conditions in South America, linked to a

weaker monsoon (Smith and Mayle 2018). In contrast,

northeasternBrazil’s climate is out of phasewith the rest of

tropical SouthAmerica (Cruz et al. 2009; Smith andMayle

2018). Other studies focused on the equatorial part of the

South American monsoon (Wang et al. 2017; Ward et al.

2019) indicate that the ITCZ southward migration

throughout the equatorial sector of South America is not

consistent with the speleothem data across the continent

from Peru to Northeast Brazil. Increased precipitation in

Northeast Brazil and the eastern Amazon is coherent with

the southward ITCZ migration. However, the observed

drying in central part of the Amazon basin, is consistent

with the drying effect of the compensating subsidence in-

duced by the enhanced precipitation in Northeast Brazil

and in the extreme western portion of the Amazon basin

where the moisture comes from the northeast (Venezuela

and Colombia) from November to February (Ampuero

et al. 2020). Thus, besides the ITCZmigrationmechanism,

there are different mechanisms responsible for subre-

gional precipitation changes. Depending on the simulated

strength of ITCZ over the Atlantic and the extent of the

DY termoverNortheastBrazil, our results suggest that the

SAM is split in two antiphased subregions: one dominated

by a dry continental regime in the central part of the do-

main (overAmazon) and one dominated by awetAtlantic

coastal regime (over Northeast Brazil) under the influence

of the ITCZ dynamics and ventilation (advection of low

moist static energy air fromocean regions into the summer

continents; Su and Neelin 2005). Our findings would be

TABLE 1. Changes in midHolocene and RCP8.5 land-monsoon extent and strength relative to piControl. Standard errors for piControl

models are reported in parentheses. The monsoon extent is calculated inside each monsoon domain where the difference between DJFM

and JJAS precipitation exceeds 2mmday21, as shown in solid lines in Fig. 1.

Extent (106 km2) Strength (mmday21)

Land monsoons piControl MidHolocene RCP8.5 piControl MidHolocene RCP8.5

South America 10.3 (60.3) 22.1% 12.2% 6.5 (60.7) 28.5% 14.5%

South Africa 7.7 (60.3) 23.6% 12.8% 5.3 (60.4) 27.4% 13.8%

Australia 3.9 (60.8) 213.8% 16.9% 5.9 (61.1) 210.5% 18.2%

SH 22.0 (61.2) 24.7% 13.3% 6.3 (60.4) 27.5% 14.4%

FIG. 6. Multimodel ensemble mean of DJFM Walker cell computed between 58N and 58S. Colors show the

anomalous circulation in each experiment [(top) midHolocene; (bottom) RCP8.5] relative to piControl. Contours

refer to piControl meridional mass streamfunction (contour step is 5 3 1010 kg s21). Solid (dotted) lines indicate

positive (negative) values of the streamfunction for clockwise (counterclockwise) circulation. Arrows in the sketch

indicates updrafts and downdrafts.
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consistent with a possible extension of the mid-Holocene

wet regime from Northeast Brazil coastal areas to the

eastern Amazon catchment (Smith and Mayle 2018) and

would reconcile the interpretation of Paraíso Cave spe-

leothems showing a wettening tendency during the mid-

Holocene (Wang et al. 2017).

b. SAF

Processes controlling the hydrological balance in South

Africa on orbital to multidecadal time scales remain

poorly understood because proxy records documenting its

variability at high resolution are scarce. SAF is generally

dominated by ITCZ shift across the equator, and by SST

variations of adjacent oceans (Castañeda et al. 2009;

Marchant et al. 2007; Acosta Navarro et al. 2017; Schefuß
et al. 2005; Simon et al. 2015; Tierney et al. 2008).

An evaluation of six GCMs over East Africa reveals

no clear multimodel trend in mean annual rainfall by

2080 (Conway et al. 2007), but hints to an increased

precipitation. The changes are consistent with a differ-

ential warming of IndianOcean SST, resulting in a zonal

dipolelike state at the end of the twenty-first century

(Stocker et al. 2014). This leads to a weakening of the

descending branch of the East African Walker cell and

an enhancement of low-level moisture flux convergence

over East Africa (Vecchi and Soden 2007; Shongwe

et al. 2011). In an assessment of 19 CMIP3 models run

underA1Bemissions,Giannini et al. (2008) note a tendency

toward a persistent El Niño–like pattern in the equatorial

Pacific along with a decreased rainfall over South Africa.

However, the CMIP5models projections of the twenty-first

century show unaltered precipitation, without any clear re-

sponse of the southeast African monsoon.

Our models subset shows expansion and strengthen-

ing of SAF in RCP8.5 ensemble mean relative to

piControl (12.8% and 13.8%, respectively; Table 1),

with a positive P 2 E balance in the continental area of

rift lakes, from Ethiopian Highlands toward the south

until Katanga Plateau (Fig. 2). This expansion is seen in

all models (Table A1). However, only half of the models

show increased precipitation (Table A1). The positive

P 2 E balance is due mainly to increased precipitation

(Fig. 2e), but little to evaporation over the Ethiopian

Highlands and African Horn (Fig. 2f). The increased

rainfall in the Congo basin and Katanga Plateau region

is attributed to TH changes (Fig. 4) because of increased

deep convection associated with the stronger ascending

branch of local Hadley circulation (Fig. 5). In contrast,

the weakening and westward shift of the Atlantic and

African Walker circulations (Fig. 6) result in reduced

continental precipitation and in the DY weakening.

Increased surface cyclonic circulation over the South

Atlantic seems to reinforce the moisture transport

toward western Africa coastal areas where the Res term

is large (see TE and S terms in Figs. B1 and B2).

Therefore, the cancellation between the TH and DY

terms and the positive Res term (Fig. 4b) do not enable

us to attribute such P changes to either TH or Res in the

SAF domain, although P pattern resembles TH (Fig. 3).

In the midHolocene ensemble mean, the SAF mon-

soon contracts and precipitation decreases (23.6%

and27.4% relative to piControl, Table 1). The monsoon

contraction is seen in 6 out of 9 models while the pre-

cipitation decrease is seen in all 9models (TableA1). The

SAF response is also robust amongmodels (Figs. A2,A3)

with decreased precipitation due to DY weakening

(Fig. 3), similar to other SH monsoon systems (Fig. 4a).

The DY weakening over land results from a slowdown

of local Hadley circulation (Fig. 5) and a clear increased

moisture transport toward the Indian Ocean (Fig. 3)

associated with the strengthening and westward shift of

the Indian Walker circulation (Fig. 6), resulting from an

asymmetric NEI anomaly between Atlantic and Indian

Ocean (Fig. 1). Our results agree with Chevalier et al.

(2017) on weaker SAF than present day and on the dy-

namic mechanisms as the leading factor explaining mid-

Holocene precipitation anomalies.

c. AUS

Complex interaction between land and ocean char-

acterizes the Maritime Continent region located be-

tween Asia and Australia. It provides a land bridge

along which maximum convection migrates from the

Asian summer monsoon (JJA) to the Australian mon-

soon (DJF) and vice versa. Northwest Australian sum-

mer rainfall has increased during recent decades by

more than 50% (Dey et al. 2019), whereas northeast

Australian summer rainfall has decreased markedly

since around 1980 (Li et al. 2012). Models in general

show skill in representing the spatial characteristics of

AUS summer precipitation (CMIP3: Moise et al. 2012

and CMIP5: Brown et al. 2016). Based on an assessment

of 33 CMIP5 models, AUS shows a wettening tendency

more plausible than a drying by the end of the twenty-

first century under RCP8.5. When a larger area is con-

sidered including the Maritime Continent region, as in

this study, then a clearer signal of increased rainfall in

future projections is found (e.g., Moise et al. 2012;

Christensen et al. 2013).

Our models’ subset supports the more plausible pro-

jected increase and expansion of the AUS ensemble

mean under RCP8.5 (18.2% relative to piControl,

Table 1), in particular in its western region. The in-

creased precipitation is shown in 6 out of 9 models, and

the expansion by 100% of our model subset (Table A1).

However, the evaporation in the surrounding ocean area
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contributes to the overall P 2 E budget. In this respect,

the AUS changes are more driven by land–ocean NEI

contrast (Fig. 1) than other SHmonsoons. The increased

wettening tendency over land appears to be related to

the sign of surface fluxes (Figs. 1h,i) and hence to local

ocean mean state. In fact, in RCP8.5, the moisture is

advected to the Australian continent from surrounding

oceans through an anomalous cyclonic near-surface at-

mospheric circulation, whose center of action is located

over the arid central Australia, resembling a reinforced

heat low (analogous with the Saharan heat low). In the

current climate, the moisture convergence into the heat

low has been found to be important for regulating con-

vection over northern Australia (Arnup and Reeder

2007; Berry et al. 2011; Lavender 2017), and it also in-

fluences the monsoon by transporting moist air inland,

intensifying the monsoon circulation itself (e.g., Hung

and Yanai 2004). Under future warming, in our models

subset, the DY and therefore the local circulation ad-

vects moisture from the Indian Ocean to western coasts

and from the Pacific Ocean to eastern coasts, both areas

not included in the considered land-only monsoon do-

main (see orange line in Fig. 1). On the other hand, the

northern coast is much more affected by the TH com-

ponent, related to increased moisture in the Maritime

Continent. Moreover, the Res term is large along the

coasts where the TE contribution is particularly impor-

tant (Figs. B1, B2). Therefore, in the AUS monsoon

region (and the SH monsoon), the wettening tendency

under RCP8.5 forcing is attributed to the increased TH

component (with low intermodel spread, Fig. A3), and

its compensation with the DY depends on local circu-

lation pattern (e.g., the strengthening and the position of

the anomalous near-surface heat low), the magnitude

and position of which is strongly model dependent in the

warm pool region (Fig. A3). Here, local Hadley and

Walker cells (Figs. 4, 6) are much weaker than in other

domains consistent with the strongDYweakening in the

Maritime Continent (Fig. 3). In addition, the strength-

ening of the ascending branch of the local Hadley cir-

culation indicates a deeper convection, and potentially a

more stable troposphere as suggested by Chou and

Chen (2010).

In the midHolocene ensemble mean, the AUS shows

strong monsoon contraction and precipitation decrease

(213.8% and 210.5% relative to piControl, Table 1).

The change is robust among our model subset (Table A1).

The midHolocene AUS conditions are driven by the

negative NEI change and primarily by the DY weakening

(Fig. 3). The DY weakening is associated with reversed

near-surface atmospheric circulation (see anomalous vec-

tors in Fig. 3): the reinforced anticyclonic and stable con-

ditions prevent the inland advection of moisture from

adjacent oceans. This is consistent with strengthening and

contraction of the Hadley Cell (Fig. 5). Moisture is trans-

ported away from continents, converging over tropical

oceans (Fig. 3) mainly due to zonal shift of Walker circu-

lation center of action: the Indian Walker is stronger and

narrower than piControl, with the main updraft in the

AUS domain shifted westward around 1108E longitude

(Fig. 6). Our model results agree with proxy records that

indicate reduced AUS monsoon precipitation in the mid-

Holocene (Mohtadi et al. 2011; McGowan et al. 2012;

Denniston et al. 2013). The disagreement with other rec-

ords showing increased mid-Holocene AUS monsoon

precipitation (Johnson et al. 1999; Magee et al. 2004;

Shulmeister 1999;Rowe2007)maybe due to differences in

regional responses across northern Australia or the timing

of precipitation changes and will require further studies to

reconcile.

5. Conclusions

Atmospheric hydrological balance changes in SH

monsoons are investigated in an ensemble of climate

model simulations for midHolocene and greenhouse

gas–induced global warming scenario RCP8.5 with ref-

erence to piControl in context of an energetic frame-

work. Given that these two experiments are driven by

different forcing (orbital vs greenhouse gases), their

atmospheric net energy input (NEI) anomaly is very

different from each other and relative to piControl.

This difference helps to understand the link between

precipitation and NEI changes. In a steady state, the

vertically integrated MSE divergence, used as a proxy

for tropical precipitation, is balanced by the atmo-

spheric NEI. We make use of the energetic framework

to find contrasting behaviors among SH monsoons in

past and future climates. Currently, SH monsoons are

less investigated because of the scarce data reconstruc-

tions in themid-Holocene and less understood because of

the large intermodel spread in RCP8.5 simulations.

To better address past and future changes in SH

monsoons, the moisture budget has been decomposed

into two main components: thermodynamic (TH) and

dynamic (DY). The change in TH describes the relative

change in specific humidity between the target climate

(midHolocene or RCP8.5) and the reference climate

(piControl), assuming no changes in the moisture con-

tribution given by the atmospheric circulation (fixed to

piControl). The change in DY describes the relative

moisture contribution because of atmospheric mean

flow changes (i.e., Walker andHadley circulations in the

tropics) between the target climate and the reference

climate, assuming no changes in the specific humidity

content. Main findings are summarized below.
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Based on the PMIP3–CMIP5 multimodel mean (9

models), we find a weakening and contraction of the

SH monsoon in the midHolocene and a strengthening

and expansion in RCP8.5, consistently with results

based on the newest generation of PMIP4–CMIP6

(Brierley et al. 2020; Fiedler et al. 2020). The change is

less than 10%, which is smaller than the intermodel

range in some areas. However, there is a general model

consensus on the direction of change in all regional SH

monsoons suggesting a reasonable agreement on the

large-scale response.

The contraction and weakening of SH monsoons under

midHolocene forcing are mainly dominated by DY de-

crease. The very small THweakening results from the very

small moisture and temperature change (20.3K, Fig. 1e)

and/or the hemispherically reduced insolation and NEI.

In contrast, the expansion and intensification of SH

monsoons under RCP8.5 is dominated by the strong posi-

tive TH component relative to piControl, especially over

land and warm pool region. TH increases because moisture

follows the greenhouse gas–induced warming (292.1 and

288.7K in RCP8.5 and piControl, respectively, Fig. 1j).

Change in NEI explains most of the change in mon-

soonal precipitation under midHolocene forcing. All

three regional and SH monsoons exhibit DY and NEI

weakening and reduced precipitation. Furthermore, land–

ocean precipitation contrast is associated with weakening

of local atmospheric circulation land and strengthening

over ocean. In particular, mean flow intensification over

Atlantic and Indian Oceans is mainly due to the shift

and strengthening of local Walker circulation over

those oceans.

Under RCP8.5 forcing, the changes are less clear.

While increased monsoonal precipitation is consistent

with positive change in NEI, the DY term is negative

and the TH term is largely positive. Given the Hadley

and Walker circulations are weakening and there is a

negligible shift of their ascending branches, the excess

of NEI cannot be exported away by the circulation.

Therefore, the anomalous NEI likely cannot be exported

awayby the circulationwithout a change in theGMS(Neelin

and Held 1987). However, the relative role of change in

stratification versus circulation strength for explaining NEI

changes under global warming deserves further investiga-

tion, which is beyond the scope of current work.
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APPENDIX A

Intermodel Spread on Precipitation Minus
Evaporation

Table A1 shows anomalous monsoon extent and

strength in the midHolocene and RCP8.5 relative to

piControl for each model and monsoon domain.

TABLE A1. Values of anomalous monsoon extent and strength in the midHolocene and RCP8.5 relative to piControl for each model and

for each monsoon domain. Maxima and minima are in bold.

dExtent (106 km2) dStrength (mm day21)

MidHolocene RCP8.5 MidHolocene RCP8.5

SAM SAF AUS SH SAM SAF AUS SH SAM SAF AUS SH SAM SAF AUS SH

BCC_CSM1.1 20.69 20.48 20.45 21.61 20.05 0.33 0.15 0.43 20.47 20.53 20.43 20.48 0.28 0.33 0.38 0.32

CCSM4 20.18 20.35 20.56 21.08 20.03 0.14 0.63 0.74 20.31 20.46 20.55 20.41 0.41 0.54 1.14 0.62

CSIRO Mk3.6-0 20.05 0.02 20.46 20.49 20.29 0.02 20.86 21.13 20.54 20.60 20.35 20.52 0.40 20.47 20.99 20.15

CNRM-CM5 0.03 20.55 20.55 21.07 0.13 0.23 0.89 1.25 20.42 20.32 20.29 20.36 0.39 0.32 0.59 0.41

FGOALS-g2 20.18 20.55 20.26 20.99 0.43 0.04 0.10 0.57 20.47 20.52 0.07 20.42 0.74 20.05 1.28 0.54

HadGEM2-ES 20.29 0.01 20.57 20.86 20.04 0.25 0.40 0.61 20.57 20.09 20.79 20.42 0.04 20.23 0.34 20.01

IPSL-CM5A-LR 20.22 20.43 20.68 21.33 0.10 0.40 20.04 0.48 20.51 20.56 20.73 20.54 1.08 1.37 2.31 1.30

MIROC-ESM 20.15 0.07 20.68 20.76 0.68 0.13 1.14 1.93 20.55 20.78 20.68 20.66 20.15 0.05 20.18 20.09

MRI-CGCM3 20.26 20.21 20.65 21.11 1.11 0.40 0.01 1.52 20.88 20.20 20.65 20.60 1.08 20.13 0.92 0.6

Ensemble mean 20.22 20.27 20.54 21.03 0.23 0.22 0.27 0.71 20.52 20.45 20.49 20.49 0.47 0.19 0.64 0.39
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Figures A1, A2, A3 show intermodel spread for NEI,

with its components, hydrological cycle, and moisture

budget components, respectively.

Figure A1 shows that the standard deviation of NEI is

strongest over the ocean, and stronger in RCP8.5, re-

sulting from the combined effect of radiative and surface

fluxes. Over land, the spread is small and arises from

top-of-atmosphere radiation fluxes.

Figure A2 shows that most of the intermodel standard

deviation of precipitation minus evaporation (P2 E) in

DJFM for all monsoon regions arises from precipitation.

The largest model spread (i.e., strongest standard devi-

ation) is located in the Maritime Continent and in

Northeast Brazil, and it is much more pronounced in

RCP8.5 than in the midHolocene.

Figure A3 shows that while the standard deviation is

very small in the midHolocene, it becomes non-

negligible in RCP8.5. The spread is particularly large in

the Maritime Continent in the DY and Res terms, in the

Pacific coastal South America in the TH and Res terms,

FIG. A1. Standard deviation of NEI, Radtoa, and Fsfc for (a)–(c) midHolocene and (d)–(f) RCP8.5 among ensemble members in DJFM

(shading). Orange and blue bold lines show areas within which the annual precipitation range (DJFM minus JJAS) exceeds 2mmday21

for RCP8.5 and midHolocene, respectively.

FIG. A2. Standard deviation among ensemble members for changes in P2 E, precipitation, and evaporation for (a)–(c) midHolocene

and (d)–(f) RCP8.5 in DJFM (shading). Orange and blue bold lines show areas within which the annual precipitation range (DJFMminus

JJAS) exceeds 2mmday21 for RCP8.5 and midHolocene, respectively.
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in Atlantic coastal South America in the DY term, and

in southeast Africa in the Res term.

APPENDIX B

Moisture Budget Decomposition: Transient Eddy
and Surface Terms

Here, we provide additional information on the mois-

ture budget method to support our results. The moisture

budget decomposition used to interpret the different

monsoon response in the two experiments follows these

equations:

r
w
g(P2E)52

ðps
pt

(u � =q1 q= � u) dp2Res, (B1)

where Res is the residual composed as

Res5

ðps
pt

= � (u0q0) dp1 S . (B2)

The overbars indicate monthly means and primes indicate

departure from themonthlymean, p is pressure, q is specific

FIG. A3. Standard deviation computed for TH andDY components of themoisture budget for (a),(b) midHolocene and (d),(e) RCP8.5

among ensemble members in DJFM (shading). (c),(f) The standard deviation of the Res. Orange and blue bold lines show areas within

which the annual precipitation range (DJFM minus JJAS) exceeds 2mmday21 for RCP8.5 and midHolocene, respectively.

FIG. B1. (a),(d) Res is decomposed in changes in TE and S terms of the moisture budget for (b),(c) midHolocene and (e),(f) RCP8.5 in

DJFM ensemble means (shading). Vectors are 925-hPa wind anomalies for midHolocene and RCP8.5 relative to piControl.
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humidity, u is the horizontal vector wind, rw is the water

density, andS is surface quantity.All integrals are computed

between the topand surface (respectivelyptandps) pressure

levels onwhich everymodel has been vertically interpolated

(1000, 925, 850, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70,

50, 30, 20, and 10hPa). Following Trenberth andGuillemot

(1995), Seager et al. (2010), D’Agostino et al. (2019), and

D’Agostino and Lionello (2020), the anomalous moisture

budget can be decomposed as

r
w
gd(P2E)52

ðps
pt

(u
piControl

� =dq1 dq= � u
piControl

) dp1

2

ðps
pt

(du � =q
piControl

1 q
piControl

= � du) dp 1

2

ðps
pt

= � d(u0q0) dp2 dS ,

(B3)

where every d describes the difference between each

experiment (midHolocene or RCP8.5) and the refer-

ence climate (piControl):

d(�)5 (�)
midHolocene_or_rcp8:5

2 (�)
piControl

, (B4)

and we have neglected quadratic terms. The lowest level

has been replaced by surface pressure. The first integral on

the right-hand side of Eq. (B3) describes the change in

specific humidity (decomposed into advective anddivergent

terms), while the second integral describes themoisture flux

convergence by the mean flow, also decomposed into its

advective and divergent terms. The third term describes

contribution from theTE, and the last term involves surface

quantities S. In Eq. (B3), the terms involving dq but no

changes in u are referred to as the TH to d(P2E) and the

terms involving du but no changes in q as DY.

Because only data at monthly resolution are available

for all models, the dTE component cannot be computed

explicitly, but is estimated as a residual:

dTE5 r
w
gd(P2E)2 dTH2 dDY2 dS , (B5)

where specifically,

dTH52
1

r
w
g

ðps
pt

(u
piControl

� =dq1 dq= � u
piControl

) dp ,

(B6)

dDY52
1

r
w
g

ðps
pt

(du � =q
piControl

1 q
piControl

= � du) dp, and

(B7)

dS52
1

r
w
g
= � d

ðps
pt

(u � q) dp2 dTH2 dDY. (B8)

In this case, dTE also includes the nonlinear terms,

which are much smaller.

Figure B1 shows the dRes, dTE, and dS for SH, and

Fig. B2 shows their regional averages for every

monsoon region.

APPENDIX C

Local Meridional and Zonal Mass Streamfunction

Following the approach of Schwendike et al. (2015)

and Nguyen et al. (2018), the atmospheric vertical mo-

tion in pressure coordinates can be decomposed into

zonal and meridional overturning. In this study, we

computed a local meridional and zonal mass stream-

function to describe Hadley and Walker circulation

changes, respectively. First, horizontal winds are de-

composed into rotational and divergent components in

spherical coordinates (only the latter contributes to the

vertical motion). The divergent component of the me-

ridional flow is related to the Hadley circulation and the

divergent component of the zonal flow to the Walker

circulation. Mass continuity for the divergent circulation

is satisfied independently in the zonal and meridional

FIG. B2. Regionally averaged Res, TE, and S terms of the

moisture budget for (a) midHolocene and (b) RCP8.5 (black axis).

Bar ranges indicate the standard error for each contribution com-

puted among the ensemble members.
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directions because the two circulations are in orthogonal

planes. Meridional and zonal overturning circulation

can be represented by a streamfunction, derived from

the divergent meridional yd and zonal ud winds, as

c
y
(y, p)52

2pR cosy

g

ðps
pt

[y
d
(y, p)] dp, and (C1)

c
x
(x, p)52

2pR

g

ðps
pt

[u
d
(x, p)] dp. (C2)

Brackets in this case refer to a zonal average over a

specified limited (or hemispheric) domain. Here, R is

Earth’s radius, g is the gravity acceleration, pt is pressure

at the top of troposphere (here we used 100 hPa), and ps
is the surface pressure field.

This method ensures the decomposition of the diver-

gent motion into two unique orthogonal overturning

circulations that are the sum of the total divergent flow.

Figure 5 shows the Walker circulation: the vertically

integrated zonal divergent winds have been area aver-

aged along the equator between 58N and 58S, where the

overturning presents the mean ascents (Webster and

Yang 1992; Bell and Halpert 1998; Yu and Zwiers 2010).
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